
View from above St Marys/Kensal Cemetery across Scrubs Lane showing proposed new pedestrian/cycle 
access to eastern end of Old Oak Common station.   North Acton towers in the background.











OPDC Board on March 4th
Report from OPDC Emma Williamson recommends the Board to 
submit the modified Draft Plan to the Inspector

In summary the Planning Committee considered that the modified plan represented a better 
and more deliverable Local Plan for the area, but some concerns were noted around how the 
modified sites can support the delivery of a high quality place and that officers would need to 
work hard to ensure that: 
• different neighbourhoods are stitched together to deliver a high quality part of London. 
• ongoing social infrastructure needs are appropriately addressed and consideration is given 

to the end user for facilities such as the community hub.
• building heights and tall buildings continue to be consistent with the submission Local plan 

and support the delivery of a high quality place. 
• industrial and residential uses can be appropriately integrated and that industrial 

developments deliver a high quality of design and support place-making. 
• there is proactive engagement with community groups as the examination on the Local Plan 

continues. 



When to contact the Planning Inspector?

OPDC officers assume that we will wait until the Inspector has 
received and studied their modifications and announced a 
further consultation period to happen in the summer.

We want to make the Inspector aware of the defects in the OPDC 
modifications as soon as he receives them.   The Examination 
remains in progress.   Why should we have to wait?

Agreed?



More letters to be sent to the OPDC Board?

So far a letter has been sent from the StQW Neighbourhood 
Forum, with questions on the ‘Duty to Co-operate’

A letter has gone from Friends of Wormwood Scrubs.

Both suggest that OPDC starts again on a new Local Plan, on the 
basis that the ‘modifications’ are fundamental changes.

A further draft letter from OONF was circulated this afternoon.  
Asks OPDC ‘why fix plan for Channel Gate now’?  HS2 will not 
release the site until late 2020s. 



OONF designation application to extend boundary

This idea has been discussed at our meetings in December, 
January and February.

OPDC officers say the issues are to complicated for a Forum to 
cope with.

We say this proposal would only be activated if their Local Plan 
fails, HS2 is cancelled, London Plan revised or similar events.

None of these can be ruled out.  What have OPDC to lose?

Can we agree that we submit our application once decisions of 
OPDC Board on March 4th are known.  Question on boundary?



Any thoughts on 
whether the 
businesses in the 
extra area to the 
north of Wesley 
Estate would 
object strongly to 
being included in 
an extended 
neighbourhood 
area?



Old Oak footpath (currently disused)



HS2 works on the Scrubs

OPDC Planning Committee 
on 23rd February approved 
the LBHF planning 
application for the 
‘alternative access’ for HS2 
utility works.

This image shows the 
temporary access from 
Braybrook Street.

Are there still issues on 
supervision of works and 
damage being done?



City Mission church at 2 Scrubs Lane
Application from Fruition given 
consent in October 2017.

OPDC entered into S106 Agreement 
with the developer that community 
space for the church and day nursery 
would be replaced in the new 
building.

Fruition now trying to use the ‘S96A 
route’ to avoid having to provide a 
Construction Environmental 
Management Plan (CEMP) prior to 
demolition of existing church.

Have given ‘notice to vacate’ to the 
church and done nothing to help find 
alternative accommodation.  In 
breach of S106.





Perceval House, Ealing Town Hall

Application was discussed at 
Ealing Planning Committee on 17 
February

After 2 hours, on an unexpected 
amendment from a committee 
member, the application was 
deferred for further work on the 
affordable housing offer.

There had been 1,400 objections 
and Rupa Huq MP spoke against 
the application.



Neasden, from the Willesden Plan of 1947


